Daily life continually confronts us with an exuberance of external, sensory stimuli competing with a rich stream of internal deliberations, plans and ruminations. The brain must select one or more of these for further processing. How this competition is resolved across multiple sensory and cognitive regions is not known; nor is it clear how internal thoughts and attention regulate this competition [1] [2] [3] [4] . Recording from single neurons in patients implanted with intracranial electrodes for clinical reasons [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , here we demonstrate that humans can regulate the activity of their neurons in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) to alter the outcome of the contest between external images and their internal representation. Subjects looked at a hybrid superposition of two images representing familiar individuals, landmarks, objects or animals and had to enhance one image at the expense of the other, competing one. Simultaneously, the spiking activity of their MTL neurons in different subregions and hemispheres was decoded in real time to control the content of the hybrid. Subjects reliably regulated, often on the first trial, the firing rate of their neurons, increasing the rate of some while simultaneously decreasing the rate of others. They did so by focusing onto one image, which gradually became clearer on the computer screen in front of their eyes, and thereby overriding sensory input. On the basis of the firing of these MTL neurons, the dynamics of the competition between visual images in the subject's mind was visualized on an external display.
One can direct one's thoughts via external stimuli or internal imagination. Decades of single-neuron electrophysiology and functional brain imaging have revealed the neurophysiology of the visual pathway 1, 2 . When images of familiar concepts are present on the retina, neurons in the human MTL encode these in an abstract, modality-independent 5 and invariant manner 6, 7 . These neurons are activated when subjects view 6 , imagine 8 or recall these concepts or episodes 9 . We are interested here in the extent to which the spiking activity of these neurons can be overridden by internal processes, in particular by object-based selective attention [10] [11] [12] . Unlike imagery, in which a subject imagines a single concept with closed eyes, we designed a competitive situation in which the subject attends to one of two visible superimposed images of familiar objects or individuals. In this situation, neurons representing the two superimposed pictures vie for dominance. By providing real-time feedback of the activity of these MTL neurons on an external display, we demonstrate that subjects control the firing activity of their neurons on single trials specifically and speedily. Our subjects thus use a brain-machine interface as a means of demonstrating attentional modulation in the MTL.
Twelve patients with pharmacologically intractable epilepsy who were implanted with intracranial electrodes to localize the seizure focus for possible surgical resection 13 participated. Subjects were instructed to play a game in which they controlled the display of two superimposed images via the firing activity of four MTL units in their brain (Fig. 1) . In a prior screening session, in which we recorded activity from MTL regions that included the amygdala, entorhinal cortex, parahippocampal cortex and hippocampus, we identified four different units that responded selectively to four different images 6 . Each trial started with a 2-s display of one of these four images (the target). Subjects next saw an overlaid hybrid image consisting of the target and one of the three remaining images (the distractor), and were told to enhance the target ('fade in') by focusing their thoughts on it. The initial visibility of both was 50% and was adjusted every 100 ms by feeding the firing rates of four MTL neurons into a real-time decoder 14 that could change the visibility ratios until either the target was fully visible ('success'), the distractor was fully visible ('failure'), or until 10 s had passed ('timeout'; see Fig. 2, Supplementary Figs 3 and 4 and Supplementary Video). We considered subjects' 'trajectories' in the plane defined by time and by the transparency of the two images making up the hybrid (Fig. 2a) .
The subjects manipulated the visibility of the hybrid image by any cognitive strategy of their choosing. Six out of 12 subjects reported in a follow-up interview that they focused on the concept represented by the target picture (most often a person) or closely allied associations. Subjects did not employ explicit motor strategies to control these four units (see Supplementary Information). Subjects participated without any prior training and with a striking success rate in a single session lasting around 30 min, reaching the target in 596 out of 864 trials (69.0%; 202 failures and 66 timeouts). Results were significant (P , 0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum) for each subject (Fig. 3) . Subjects successfully moved from the initial 50%/50% hybrid image to the target in their first trial in 59 out of 108 first trials (54.6%).
Testing the extent to which successful competition between the two units responsive to the two images depends on their being located in different hemispheres, in different regions within the same hemisphere or within the same region (Fig. 3b) , revealed that 347 out of 496 trials involving inter-hemispheric competitions were successful (70.0%; 123 failures, 26 timeouts), 177 out of 256 intra-hemispheric but interregional competitions were successful (69.1%; 45 failures, 34 timeouts) and 72 out of 112 intra-regional competitions were successful (64.0%; 30 failures, 10 timeouts). There is no significant difference between these groups at the P 5 0.05 level.
Every 'fading sequence' in each trial that every subject saw was based entirely on the spiking activity of a handful of neurons in the subject's brain. We recorded from a total of 851 units, of which 72 were visually responsive (see ref. 6 for definition of 'responsive') and were used for feedback. In light of the explicit cognitive strategies reported by subjects-enhancing the target and/or suppressing the distractor-the question arises whether successful fading was due to increasing firing of the unit the preferred stimulus of which was the target, to reducing the activity of the unit the preferred stimulus of which was the distractor or a combination of both. To answer this, we calculated firing rates in 100-ms bins in each trial for each unit. These rates were assigned to one of three categories labelled as follows. 'Towards target' meant the decoding process (based on the firing rate of all four units in this bin) enhanced the visibility of the target image, 'Away from target' meant decoding enhanced the distractor image and 'Stay' meant no change in visibility occurred ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ). In the majority of successful trials (84.6%), the firing rate of the target-preferring unit was enhanced (3.72 standard deviations above baseline, P , 10
24
, t-test; Supplementary Fig. 7 ), simultaneously with suppression of the distractor-preferring unit (0.59 standard deviations below baseline, P , 10
, t-test). In 12.9% of successful trials only enhancement was seen, and in 1.1% only a reduction was seen. In the remaining trials, no significant deviation in baseline was detected. We observed no change in firing rates of the two units used for decoding, whose preferred stimuli were not part of the fading trial. Thus, successful fading was not caused by a generalized change in excitation or inhibition but by a targeted increase and decrease in the firing of specific populations of neurons. No long-lasting effect of feedback on the excitability of the MTL neurons was seen (see Supplementary Information) .
To disentangle the effect of the retinal input from the instruction, we compared the activity of each unit in successful trials when the target was the unit's preferred stimulus (target trials) with activity in successful trials when the target was the unit's non-preferred stimulus (distractor trials). This comparison was always done for the same retinal input, measured by the percentage of the visual hybrid allotted to the target (Fig. 4) . We normalized each unit's response by its maximal firing rate over the entire experiment, and averaged over all trials for all subjects. For the same retinal input, the firing rate of neurons responding to the target pictures was much higher when subjects focused their attention on the target than when they focused on the distractor. The only difference was the mental state of the subject, following the instruction to suppress one or the other image.
To quantify the extent to which attention and other volitional processes dominate firing rates in the face of bottom-up sensory evoked responses, we devised a top-down control (TDC) index. TDC quantifies the level of control that subjects have over a specific unit and is the difference between the normalized firing rate when the subject attended the unit's preferred stimulus and the normalized rate when the subject attended the distractor image. That is, we subtracted the lower from the upper curve in Fig. 4a . Averaged over all 72 units, TDC equals 0.44 6 0.28 (mean 6 standard deviation), highly significantly different from zero. This was not true for failed trials (mean P 5 0.18). If instead of subtracting the two curves the upper curve is divided by the lower one, a ratio of 6.17 6 5.02 is obtained, highly significantly different from one. That is, the average unit fires more than six times as 64 microelectrodes from the subject's medial temporal lobe. A fourdimensional vector, corresponding to the number of action potentials of four responsive units in the previous 100 ms, is sent to a decoding algorithm determining the composition of the hybrid seen by the subject with a total delay of less than 100 ms. b, The closest distance (weighted by the standard deviation) of this vector to the four clusters representing the four images is computed. If the 'winning' cluster represents the target or the distractor image, the visibility ratio of these two is adjusted accordingly.
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vigorously when the subject is attending to the unit's preferred image than when he/she is attending to the distractor. Excitation of the target unit, alongside inhibition of the distractor unit, occurs even in trials where the distractor is dominating the hybrid image, suggesting that the units are driven by voluntary cognitive processes capable of overriding distracting sensory input.
To control the extent to which successful 'fading in' was caused by the overall level of effort and attentional focus of the subject or by the instantaneous firing activity of the four units, we compared performance during normal feedback to that reached during sham feedback, when the image's visibility was, in fact, not guided by the subject's immediate neuronal activity but by activity from a previous trial (see Methods) . Although subjects' level of effort and attention were the same as during real feedback, success dropped precipitously from 69.0% to 31.2% (33.7% failures and 35.1% timeouts; x 2 5 69.9, degrees of freedom 5 2, P , 10
24
). Only two out of 12 subjects did better than chance during c, Time (running downwards for 10 s) versus percentage visibility of eight trials in which the subject had to fade a 50%/50% hybrid image into a pure Monroe image. The subject was able to do so all eight times, even though these were her first trials ever. b, d, When Brolin was the target, she succeeded seven out of eight times. All subjects show similar trends of controlled fading (Fig. 3) 
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sham feedback (P , 0.001); the rest were not significant (P values: 0.15 6 0.14). Furthermore, in contrast to the pattern observed with real feedback where subjects were able to successively delay failure over time ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ), there was no such delay during sham feedback (see Supplementary Information). These findings support the notion that feedback from the four selective units controlling the composite image were essential to carry out the task successfully, rather than the general cognitive efforts of the subject, exposure to the stimuli, or global changes in firing activity. Our study creates a unique design within which to interrogate the mind's ability to influence the dominance of one of two stimuli by decoding the firing activity of four units deep inside the brain. The stronger the activity of the target-preferring unit and the weaker the activity of the distractor-preferring unit, relative to the two other units, the more visible the target became on the screen and the more opaque the superimposed distractor image became (and vice versa). Overall, subjects successfully 'faded-in' 69% of all trials. Cognitive processes voluntarily initiated by the subject, such as focusing on the target or suppressing the distractor, affected the firing activity of four units in different MTL regions, sometimes even across hemispheres (see Supplementary Information for list of all regions). The firing rate of these units generates a trajectory in a four-dimensional space. This was projected onto a one-dimensional walk along a line given by the competing representation of the target and the distractor image and visualized onto an external display. This path that subjects take may be analogous to the movement of rodents navigating in their physical environment using place fields 13 .
The past decade has seen major strides in the development of brainmachine interfaces using single-neuron activity in the motor and parietal cortex of monkeys [15] [16] [17] [18] and humans [19] [20] [21] [22] . A unique aspect of the present study is the provision of feedback from regions traditionally linked to declarative memory processes. It is likely that the rapidity and specificity of feedback control of our subjects depends on explicit cognitive strategies directly matched to the capacity of these MTL neurons to represent abstract concepts in a highly specific yet invariant and explicit manner 5 . We previously estimated, using Bayesian reasoning, that any one specific concept is represented by up to one million MTL neurons, but probably by much less 23 . As our electrodes are sampling a handful of MTL neurons with predetermined selectivities 14 , cognitive control Error bars show standard deviations. Note that in a, performance is analysed across subjects, whereas in b it is analysed across eight trial fading sessions; hence, the means differ. Fig. 2 as a function of visibility. We averaged the firing rates every 100 ms for every level of visibility for all successful trials where the target either was the unit's preferred (solid, black) or non-preferred stimulus (dashed, blue). Units fired significantly above baseline (grey dashed line) when the target was the preferred stimulus, and less than baseline when the target was the nonpreferred stimulus. The TDC index is shown on the right. The shaded area reflects the bins used to calculate TDC. c, d, Averaging target and distractor trials across all subjects and all units for all successful fading trials reveals that the firing rate is significantly higher when the target is the preferred stimulus than in the competing situation, no matter what the visual input is. This is not true for failed trials (right). Red and dark grey vertical error bars are standard deviations. See Supplementary Fig. 8 for additional examples.
LETTER RESEARCH strategies such as object-based selective attention permit subjects to voluntarily, rapidly, and differentially up-and downregulate the firing activities of distinct groups of spatially interdigitated neurons to override competing retinal input. At least in the MTL, thought can override the reality of the sensory input. Our method offers a substrate for a high-level brain-machine interface using conscious thought processes.
METHODS SUMMARY
Subjects. Twelve patients with intractable epilepsy were implanted with depth electrodes to localize the epileptic focus for possible subsequent resection. The placement of all electrodes was determined exclusively by clinical criteria. All patients provided informed consent. All studies conformed to the guidelines of the Institutional Review Boards at UCLA and at Caltech. Electrophysiology. Extracellular neural activity was acquired using 64 microwires implantedinvariousregionsincludingthehippocampus,amygdala,parahippocampal cortex, and entorhinal cortex. Selected channels were band-pass filtered at 300-3,000 Hz, and a threshold was applied to detect spikes. Experimental procedure. In a screening session, approximately 110 images of familiar persons, landmark buildings, animals, and objects were presented six times in random order for 1 s each. Four units were identified, each of which responded selectively to one of four different images. These four images were each presented 12 times to train a decoder. In a following fading experiment, each trial began with a 2-s presentation of the target. The subject then viewed a superposition of the target and one of the remaining three images, and was instructed to ''continuously think of the concept represented by that image''. Spike counts in 100-ms bins in the four selective units fully controlled the superposition on the screen in real time. At the end of the trial, acoustic feedback was given to the subject indicating success, failure or timeout after 10 s. Data analysis. To evaluate each subject's performance, we used a bootstrapping technique-generating 1,000 random trials for each set of four units on the basis of their spiking activity and comparing their mean performance to that of the subject. Additionally, we analysed the activity of single and multi-units, compared against sham trials, compared unit activity across different regions, tested for changes in neuronal characteristics over time, and tested the level of control that subjects can exert over their neurons. 
METHODS
Subjects. Twelve patients participated in the study. Patients had pharmacologically intractable epilepsy and had been implanted with depth electrodes to localize the epileptic focus for possible subsequent resection. For each patient, the placement of the depth electrodes, in combination with microwires, was determined exclusively by clinical criteria 13 . All patients provided informed consent. All studies conformed to the guidelines of the Medical and Human subjects Institutional Review Boards at UCLA and the California Institute of Technology.
Screening. An initial morning screening session was recorded, during which approximately 110 images of familiar persons, landmark buildings, animals, and objects were presented six times in random order for 1 s each, after which each subject was asked to indicate with a button press whether the image contained a person or not. A standard set of such images was complemented by images chosen after an interview with the subject that determined which celebrities, landmarks, animals and objects the subject might be most familiar with. This approximately 30-min-long session-110 images 3 6 repetitions 3 (1 s 1 reaction time)-was evaluated off-line to determine which of the 110 images elicited a response in at least one of 64 recorded channels, based on the criteria outlined in ref. 6 . This involves measuring the median firing rate during the 300-1,000 ms after image onset across the six repetitions and comparing it to the baseline activity of the channel from 1,000-300 ms before image onset. Stimuli with median firing rates five standard deviations above baseline were considered selective.
From the group of selective units we chose four, based on their selectivity. The general guidelines for selection were: (1) to choose units from different brain regions so as to allow for competition between regions, (2) to select units that had similar characteristics in terms of latency and duration of the response within the 1 s the selective image is onscreen, and (3) to choose units for which the difference between firing rate during presentation and baseline was particularly clear. This selection was done by eye and was not quantitative. Control presentations. The fading paradigm began with a short control presentations session-a presentation of the four selected images in random order, 12 repetitions at 1 s each-in a manner exactly replicating the set-up of the earlier screening session (see Supplementary Fig. 4 for results of the first control presentation for four units of one subject). The median firing activity over these 48 presentations between 1,000-300 ms before image onset determined the baseline firing rate for that unit for further statistical comparisons. The data from the control presentation procedure allowed for the set-up of a population-vectorbased decoder.
We repeated the control presentation twice during each experiment-between the feedback blocks and at the end of the experiment, to verify that the neurons were still responsive for the stimuli used ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Fading. The following main fading experiment consisted of blocks of 32 trials each: eight for each of the four stimuli, shown in random order. Each trial began with a 2-s presentation of the target image. Subsequently, the subject viewed a superposition of the target image and one of the remaining three images (these two images were paired for the entire block). The hybrid image (H) was constructed from the target (T) and distractor image (D) by:
where a g [0, 1] corresponds to the trajectory in the images space-starting at 0.5 and changing in steps of 0.05 every 100 ms, ending either at 0 or 1 (see Supplementary Fig. 1 for illustration) . a was controlled by the decoder, that is, ultimately by four units in the subject's brain.
The subject was instructed to enhance the target image from the hybrid image on the screen by ''continuously thinking of the concept represented by that image''. The subject was not directed in any further manner on what cognitive strategy to use-such as imagining that particular image or focusing on an aspect of the image-but was encouraged to explore the vast area of thoughts which might elicit a response. At the end of the trial, acoustic feedback was given to the subject indicating success, failure or timeout. The latter occurred after 10 s.
In each fading block (32 trials), two of the four images (say, A and B, together having 16 trials-eight trials with A as the target and eight with B as the target) received sham feedback, which did not reflect the neuronal activity during that trial. There was no overt difference between true and sham feedback trials. To achieve balanced exposure, any sham trial was a direct repetition of one prior real trial. For example, for a sham trial where image A was the target, the subject saw a hybrid image of A and B but the course of changes in each image's visibility was in fact based on the neuronal activity of a different previous trial (say, a trial with image C as the target and D as the distractor). Decoding. Data from four selected channels (microwires) were read, and spikes were detected in real time for every 100-ms interval during the control presentation. Each 1-s image presentation in the control presentation (four images 3 12 repetitions) was broken into ten 100-ms bins. We used spikes from the seven bins from 300 ms to 1,000 ms following image onset for the analysis because these included the most relevant data for decoding 14 . The total numbers of spikes for each 100-ms bin formed clusters in a four-dimensional space representing the activity of the four units for each image. Thus, for 12 (repetitions) 3 4 (images) 3 7 (bins) we obtained a 336 (cluster) by 4 (channels) matrix corresponding to the firing rate during each image presentation for all 100-ms bins.
During fading, the firing rates from the four channels gave rise to a population vector that was used to associate the corresponding 100-ms bin to one of the four images. The population vector was a point in four-dimensional space, and we used the Mahalanobis distance to determine which cluster the point was closest to. The Mahalanobis distance was chosen as the distance measure because it is a fast and linear distance calculation measure that takes into account the shape of the cluster. Previous data showed that cluster variability is significant for our data 14 , so taking the standard deviation of the cluster into account yielded better decoding.
The distance D from each of the four clusters is calculated as:
T where x 5 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) is the new point in the four-dimensional space (corresponding to the firing rate of four units in the previous 100 ms). S is a 336 3 4 matrix of firing rates of four units during 100-ms bins in the control presentation when the subject was viewing one of four images (for example, columns 1:7 in the matrix correspond to seven 100-ms bins of the firing rates of the four channels while image A was on the screen, columns 8:14 correspond to activity while image C was on the screen, and so on) and S is the mean of S.
where d i corresponds to the distance from cluster i. COV is the covariance function.
The closest cluster was regarded as the concept the subject thought of. Notice that each trial consists of two concepts that, when decoded, directly influenced the visibility of the two associated images that make up the hybrid (annotated as A and B). Decoding of one of the other two concepts (annotated C and D) was interpreted as 'thinking of neither A nor B'. In any given 100 ms of each fading trial, there were three possible outcomes: (1) the sample was closest to the cluster representing image A, causing the transparency of image A to increase by 5% and the transparency of B to decrease by 5% in the hybrid image seen by the subject. That is, if the proportion of transparency of images A/B was 50%/50% in the previous 100 ms, it would change to 55%/45%. (2) The sample looked more like a sample in the cluster associated with image B, which would lead to a 5% fading in the direction of image B. (3) The outcome was that the sample looked more like images in clusters C or D. This did not result in any change in the hybrid image.
Any one trial could last as little as 1 s (ten consecutive steps from 50%/50% to 100%/0% or 0%/100%). A limit of 10 s was set for each trial, after which the trial was regarded as 'timeout' whatever the transparency of the two images. All the decoding parameters were based on the post-hoc decoding analysis done on a similar MTL population in ref. 14. Set-up. The experiment was run on a 15-inch laptop computer with images of 160 3 160 pixels centred on the screen at a distance of about 50 cm from the subject (visual angle of each image of 5.30u 3 5.36u). Data from the subject's brain was acquired using the Cheetah system (Neuralynx) at 28 kHz, from which it was sent to a server performing spikes detection. Four selected channels were bandpass filtered at 300-3,000 Hz, and a threshold was applied to detect spikes. This threshold was set before the experiment based on a 2-min recording from each channel while the subject was sitting still with eyes opened. Spike counts in the four channels, per 100-ms bin, were transferred via TCP/IP (transmission control protocol/internet protocol) to the experiment laptop computer where the data was used for the online manipulation of the hybrid image. The feedback operation took place in under 100 ms. The experiment was programmed using Matlab (Mathworks) and the Psychophysics toolbox (version 2.54), while the spikes detection proprietary software was written in C11 for efficiency and real-time analysis (code provided on the authors' website at http://www.klab.caltech.edu/ ,moran/fading). Response characteristics. We analysed units from the hippocampus, amygdala, entorhinal cortex and parahippocampal cortex. We recorded from 64 microwires in each session. We identified a total of 133 units (68% multi-units and 32% singleunits) that were responsive to at least one picture. Out of these responses we selected four in each of 18 sessions. Seven subjects ran one experiment (7 3 4 units), four subjects ran the experiment twice with two different sets of four units (4 3 4 3 2 units), and one subject had three sessions, each with a different set of four units (1 3 4 3 3 units) for a total of 72 units. Out of these responsive units, 58 multi-units and 14 single-units were used in the subsequent fading experiment LETTER RESEARCH (see Supplementary Fig. 2 for a distribution of the units used, and Supplementary  Fig. 9 for illustration of the regional competition and performance).
Responses were either positive (exhibiting an increase in the firing rate above baseline, where baseline was determined during the control presentation as described above), or negative (decreasing the firing rate). Excitation was determined using the following techniques developed in previous work 6 , by considering the interval after trial onset for all successful trials, divided by the number of spikes. Inhibition was determined using the following four criteria: (1) the median number of spikes in the interval after trial onset for all successful trials, divided by the number of spikes, was at least two standard deviations below the baseline activity, (2) a paired t-test using P 5 0.05 as significance level rejected the null hypothesis of equal means, (3) the median number of spikes during baseline was at least two, (4) the median difference between the number of spikes in the trial and the baseline interval was higher than the background activity of 95 randomly resampled responses (bootstrapping). Single and multi-units. Spikes used in the analysis were not sorted (that is, clustered) by their shape, but were instead taken as multi-units. This was done to speed up the calculation because template matching of individual spikes on-line had to be sacrificed for the sake of real-time decoding with less than 100 ms delay. Post-hoc analysis of the theoretical performance we could expect had we clustered spikes suggests that it would have increased the performance by 8-10%; however, this is difficult to be sure of because any post-hoc analysis of our data are biased by the fact that we do not have the subjects' feedback to the improved visibility changes on the screen. A further improvement of the set-up would be an additional on-line sorting of spikes, which would lead to a decrease in noise.
Bootstrap testing of statistical significance for task performance. To compare the performance of individual subjects (as in Fig. 3 ) against chance level we used a bootstrapping technique-generating random trials of activity for each set of four units on the basis of their activity and comparing the mean performance of those to that of the subject. We set individual baselines in the following way: each subjects' sequence of 32 trials (8 trials 3 4 images) was broken into individual 100-ms steps, such that the decoding result for each step was categorized as 'towards target', 'away from target', or 'stay'. For example, in the first trial (coloured red) on the left panel of Fig. 2c (where the target was Marilyn Monroe) the first six 100-ms steps were 'towards target', the seventh 100-ms step was 'towards distractor', the eighth was 'stay', and so on. Thus, each subject ended up having a total number of bins reflecting the proportions of steps he or she used during the course of the entire experiment. This proportion reflected the subject's own baseline chance of going in either direction (the subject in Fig. 2 , for instance, had 389 steps where she went towards the target, 49 steps towards the distractor, and 18 'stay' steps altogether). Using these proportions as a priori probabilities, we generated 1,000 new 32-trial blocks. For each 100-ms step, we randomly generated a direction of movement based on the probabilities calculated for each subject, and then generated trials. For each block we calculated the performance and then compared the 1,000 realizations to the one the subject actually performed. If the subject's performance were based only on his/her personal biases (moving in a certain direction because of faster response onset by one unit, paying more attention repeatedly to one of the two competing concepts, and so on) then the random realizations should exhibit a similar performance. The subject's actual performance would be better than the random realizations only if the subject was able to use his or her moves accurately to manoeuvre the fading of the two images towards the target.
